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Description:

No one expected these thirty-something professionals to give up their successful careers to pilot their own small boat around the world, especially
because they started with almost no boating experience. Instead of the expected sailboat, they chose a 43 foot trawler powerboat, which many
believed was incapable of crossing oceans. Most people expected them to fail. But they surprised the skeptics when they successfully
circumnavigated the globe in two years, visiting 110 places along the way in thirty-four countries. Part 1 of The Unexpected Circumnavigation
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follows Christi and Eric daily as they travel to eighteen exotic South Pacific islands that few people ever see. You will experience the local food
and cultures, participate in island tours and adventure activities (include going to the rim of an active volcano!), and feel what it is like to be on long
sea passages. Learn about the challenges, rewards and the surprises that come with both traveling and boating.

If you are like me, you read this book because you have a dream of having the same kind of adventure and want to see what its really like. Youve
probably also consumed all the Nordhavn interviews on YouTube. I got the book after watching the Grabs interview about their adventure.Christi
found a nice balance between keeping the reader in the moment with a very honest account of the trip events and the crews mental state. This
helps the reader understand that crossing the Pacific is not all tranquil blue waters and beautiful sunsets. Adversity is a matter of course, not an
exception. Christi is very clear about what you must expect if you want to make the voyage. She details the daily routines necessary to keep a boat
running and the crew functional. She also helps you understand that island hopping is actually going from country to country and dealing with
customs every stop along the way.Christi also has the right balance of backstory and information about the localities. She takes us through the
events that lead up to their decision to make the journey. The information is mostly relevant and relateable with only a few personal details that may
not be meaningful to the reader. Stories about many of the stops include an honest portrayal of both the good and bad things. She includes some
historical information about islands where it adds to the narrative without creating additional backstories.I plan on reading the second book and
hope she continues the series through the conclusion of the trip. For now, this book gives me a more thoughtful understanding about blue water
sailing than I could get from the variety of YouTube vloggers out there.
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